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The Programme 

The programme is commissioned by the DfE and will support 55 LAs to 

identify the highest impact changes that each LA involved can make to better 

support their local children with SEND and make plans to implement those 

changes. 

The programme will place children and young people with SEND at the 

centre of the approach and decision making. 

The implementation plans will build on existing initiatives and address the 

underlying challenges in each LA’s high needs systems. 

It will involve local partners and staff when designing the plan, ensuring the 

programme is underpinned by a comprehensive data-driven and evidence-

led diagnostic.

There is also the opportunity to apply for an implementation grant offered by 

DfE.
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Timeline 

Module 1: 

• Developing a single model that links historic and future operational 

and financial performance, with the ability to quantify the impact of 

different initiatives on key measures and initiatives and build the 

foundation to identify causes in Module 2

Module 2: 

• Identifying and quantifying the highest impact changes that could 

be made to deliver better outcomes for children and improved 

financial sustainability – Closely linked to HNB Recovery 

Plan/DSG Management Plan and Education Transformation 

• Engage workforce, local stakeholders partners
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Timeline 

Module 3: 
• Understanding the system’s readiness for change and its ability to use data 

and information to drive operational improvement. Build findings into an 

effective implementation plan that delivers the opportunities identified –

aligned to HNB Recovery Plan developments/merge into a single 

improvement plan 

Grant Application: 
• Produce an evidence-based grant application using the output of the 

modules, alongside wider HNB plans
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Engagement and Involvement 

Understanding different 

perspectives will be important 

and will collectively inform 

decision making. 

Workshops, studies and 

surveys are just a few of the 

ways we will be looking to gain 

this insight over the coming

weeks.

Aligning this work, to the 

engagement related to the HNB 

Recovery Plan will be essential. 


